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Board member Ingrid Bojner leaves the board of 
Bambuser AB 

 

Ingrid Bojner, board member since March 9, 2017, has today announced to the Chairman of               
the Board that she, at her own request, resigns as a member of the Board due to high                  
workload in her other commitments. 
 
We would like to thank Ingrid Bojner for her great efforts for the company and wish her the                  
best of luck, says Chairman of the Board Fredrik Ramberg. 
 
This information is such that Bambuser AB (publ) is required to disclose according to the               
EU’s Market Abuse Regulation and the Swedish Securities Markets Act. The information was             
submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact persons set out below, on              
September 27th, 2018 at 12:15 CEST. 
 
Certified Advisor 
Västra Hamnen Corporate Finance is Certified Advisor (CA) to Bambuser AB (publ). 
 
Contact information 
Fredrik Ramberg, Chairman of the Board 
Mobile: +46 (0) 703 620 815 
E-mail: fredrik@ramadvisor.se 
 
or visit: bambuser.com/ir 
 
About Bambuser AB 
 
Bambuser is a Swedish software company that offers B2B solutions for live video. Since              
2007, the Company has developed a platform for interactive live video broadcasts enabling             
live video streaming from mobile phones and web cams to the Internet.  
 
The breakthrough occurred in 2010, when the Company's service was used to report the              
unrest in Egypt during the parliamentary elections. The following year, videos were produced             
via Bambuser and used in several television broadcasts throughout the world during the             
Arab Spring. Today, Bambuser’s service is installed in more than 50 million phones and has               
over the years reached 100s of millions of news consumers through companies like CNN,              
BBC, Al Jazeera, SkyNews, etc.  
 
Since 2014, Bambuser has chosen to focus on B2B, Business-to-Business, to increase the             
spread of the company's products and strengthen its long-term revenue potential. Among the             
customers are companies as Associated Press, Aftonbladet, Schibsted, NRK and          
Vinculums.  
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